+

JPERINTENDING SCHOOL COMMITTEE,

AUDITORS’

REPORT.

The subscribers, appointed a committee to audit the account
of the Selectmen of Hopkinton for the year 1801, report that
they find them chargeable with orders drawn on the Town Treasury, amounting to the sum of.............000-- $5.999 81
Cash of the County of Merrimack, for the support of
BEATBoys & ao eld edly la oc uis » ete $6233 04
“ State, 84th dividend of Literary Fund, 170 10
BOOP
De ELALIDORG. LAN oesoureels!ahetere
ele 106 09
Vioeuse of own Halle yoo
oe Sees
1 00
eP fot tormer Selectmen!)

x oi os. crest deems

Pe hired of Lucius: H. Tylerj.0s

o0

. 03 3 ccs 200 00

eeenired Of Marah: JONCSs< <i). ss yee ease
‘¢ hired of Charles G. Jones,.........

300 00
275 00
103 39

‘¢ from the Agent of Town Farm,.....
** from Liquor Agent for 1860,.......

89 18

~

$1.868

$7.868
Which is accounted for as follows :
Paid School Districts,..... OAS
Bay iy Bem Re $1.767
Baloo! Late Taxes cy ccc aise eves alle ered 4 pieces

Books, Stationery, and Postage,............
AWAD OLIUS OSola dieiaee Whey sates a

ine © hed

218

18

ee

667

SUD GLe AN ECAUDOLES sos yi coe,cat osern e slnie ys
Repair of gully near Hazen Kimball’s,.......
Repair of Roads and Bridges and new railings,
TAU
MEIOP OLLORUS »vids « Sy o's beg aout Weis SOR Ree

1.049
181
9826
441

SMUT HA GOTA SO ls oe Sowien ty ale, aa CUR oe ates W22
RIS GREATNO
TE Regan esrae
sot
PALOIIs OPS EOS
OS ho vies a: bake, .aa9 = meplla. steels

Non-resident highway tax paid in labor,......
Henniker road expenses to Feb. 1, 1862,.....
Miscellaneous expenses,........cceeeeseees
Cash paid into Town Treasury,.........+.-.

356
234
127

18
3873
219
1.868 31

$7,868

12

us
The Committee find the account of the Selectmen properly
vouched and correctly cast.
PHINEHAS CLOUGH,
JACOB K. CLARK,
Auditors.
WILLIAM A. CLOUGH,
Hopkinton, Feb. 26, 1862.

SELECTMENS’

REPORT.

The Selectmen charge themselves with orders drawn
on the Town Treasury, amounting to.......... $5.999 81
Cash received as by Auditor’s Report,..........
1.868 31

"My

87.868 12
Accounted

for as follows:

*Dist.No. 1, 2.221

Paid School Districts:
15
Dist. No. 12,... $48 08

2... 8014
8..." 75 56
A,..... 86 87
5... 64 95
Ai,
Boa
Tk
OT OT
So Toads
9... 56 10
10,. 158-00
ahSa
ats.

S98
4,05.)
16,...
175.
18s:
19,4)
20,...
21....
94...

SBLOT
49/28
62 97
gsbaea
6S Sit
93 88
139 68
52 66
61 82
$1.767 88

“Winter Order for the year 1860, $86 05 included.
School House Taxes.
Paid Albert ‘Crowell, Dist. No. 24, 2.000... 0.06
Bens Dotlive; “Dist NO. 171s. 635i. See
Anson White and others, Dist. No. 2,:.......

|
Books, Stationery, and Postage.
Ped @ohn lS Jonés5.) 0. since seo sik atnban ae eh eeeee
ASBAC SUOLys) 2 ss van si qunnae elvase twee ims

$43 25
25 00
150 00

$218 25
$6 50
12 34

“$18 84

5
Town

Debts.

Paid John Burnham, interest on his notes,.........
Isaac D. Merrill, interest on his notes,........

$95
205

Isaac Story, cash paid inst. on CO. 8. Lerned’s
LOR «3,6, Scape es Seen
ton. DONT es
Isaac Stor y, cash paid prin. and inst. Benjamin
LOVOTD DO 53)eshte ahie alent been ods) Sie

9g

5ot

$667

Support of Paupers.
Paid Eben Fellows, Agent on Farm,............. $200
Eben Fellows, for county paupers,........+..
4 2
R. F. ouaptseash paid Grantham for support
ER
CRET DTU STO AES aaa
RIES iret PYgy
15
isaac Sone cash paid Cyrus. Clark, support of
Sa

lark and swiss

«sss: 6.vie We bic dalle.

Isaac Story, cash paid Moses Hoyt, assistance to
PRU USGR ate Feeeur pcsCask’ aoe ard atte ee eye one
Maria Greeley, support of M. E. Wifford,.....
James H. Emerson, support of H. Hmerson,...
C. Dustin, cash paid for H. Dimick,..........
P. B. Putney, eash, articles for H. Dimick,....
Seth Webber, coffin and burial clothes for same,.
Calvin Tyler, digging grave for same,........
Jones & Crowell, articles for Eben Ordway,...
P. B. Putney, articles for Eben Ordway,...:.,..
Jones & Crowell, articles for Mrs. J.A.Dunbar,jr.
P. B. Putney, wood for Mary H. Kimball,....
Willard Clough, for board for Mary H. Kimball,
Eben W. Dustin, saw and split wood for same,
P. B. Putney, wood for Mary Haton,.........
Jones & Crowell, goods and wood for same,....
J. W. Wilson, for wood and medical service for
coro)DS BS Eg

ACESS)

8

ghee Pa ara RPO

Jones & Crowell, wood for Betsey White,......
Joseph Putney, wood for Betsey White,.......

138

5
26
26
6
2
6
E
1
15
17
7

2
3
3
10

8
hs

R. F. Morgan, 3 days time, horse, sleigh and ex-

penses to Grantham, pauper,.....0..
ee ee ee
C. Dustin, cash paid Warner for R. C. Ordway,
C. Dustin, wood for Mary H. Kimball,........

Phebe Barton, support of Hiram Straw,.......
W. A. Clough, books indigent children in School
Dist. Nos. 17, 19, and 20,....... (ay kinicak

9
T
5

26

“5

6
Paid Lois Colby, support of Lydia F. Colby,......
$52 00
Rufus Putnam, assistance to stranger,........
3 00
Eben Fellows, articles for pauper farm,.......
4 00
Isaac Story, cash for Town Clerk’s certificates of
‘own Records, Orford, Bedford, and AlexanBIAS
eee are bind 0.ain; Stato pM
ease
3 00
C. C. Tyler, medical service at farm,.........
4 88
C. 0. Tyler, medical service county paupers,..
2 50
Isaac Story, for taking 25 depositions,........
12 50
H. M. Fuller, goods del’d Cyrus Clark in 1860,.
§Bey |
Geo. W. Piper, support of Hannah Stanley,... ~ 45 00
Seth Webber, coffin and clothes for same,......
6 50
Elemer B. Dunbar, digging grave for same,...
2 50
Seth Webber, coffin, &c., for Wm. Hutchins,...
4 00
Klemer B. Dunbar, ‘digging grave for same,...
3 00
Seth Webber, coffin, &c., for Abel Kimball,....
4 00
Elemer B. Dunbar, digging grave for same,....
3 00

$1.049 19
Aid to Soldiers’ Families.

Paid Nancy J. Burte to March
Lucy Montgomery
7
Rhoda Cutter
ry
Mary Nichols
Lucy A. Collins
Anna Holmes
Belinda Law
AugustaJ. Jones

1, one
af
.
fs
FE
AS
ff

se
tf
es
as
&

$43 50
48 00
17 00
17
48
14
30
16

00
00
00
69
00

$234 19
Breaking Roads.

Paid Hiram Burbank,.. oe 50)Paid Jonathan Eastman, $8
He Ge Coxlisy. sane 1 50| . George Choate,...... 4
Newall, Gages. sii.a 19 40|
Joseph R. Elliott, <i.
Moses F. Hoyt, Exr..28 00;
James H. Emerson, . .22
Gilman C. Morgan,.. 4 60}
Geo. W. Piper,:..... 3
Sullivan Flanders,...11 27}
John 8S. Straw,...... 16
Horace Straw,...... 16),.20 1. True JcsPerry. ice. ait13
Geo. W. French,.... 1 20). Joseph Richardson,.. 9
Jonathan 8. Clark,...11 00|
Hosea Clough,...... 10
Jonathan L. Allen,...19 49|
T. Seott French,..... 10 40|

Ephraim H. Smiley,..10 90|

10
60
LOD
35
65
53
40
80
95

William Palmer,..... 13 80
Ebenezer Loverin,... 8 80

Andrew Seavey,.....24
30

7
Paid John G. Brockway,$2 40|Paid Wm. Montgomery,

Sylvander French,...

3 70|

A. Currier’s District,.$3 59

Rufus B. Straw,..... 13 50|
George W. Pierce,... 4
Parker Merrill,..... 20 72)
Moses B. Harrington,. 7
Geo. EH. Crowell,....13-15|
John Carter,........14
Luther Story,....... 12 80|
Jasper M. Hardy,.... 5
Augustine C. Carter,.20 50}
Charles H. Mills,.... 5
Charles Lord,....... 2 60
Amos Currier, ...... 28 45
$441
Repairs of Roads, Railing and Snowing Bridges.
Paid Thomas J. Burbank, snowing Hill’s Bridge,...
$5
H. KE. Perkins, for stone and lumber in 1860,..
5
Thomas HE. White, bridge plank, 200 feet,.....
1
A. N. Dodge, hauling two stones from Henniker
touksimball’a Ma. in T8GU sy Scsiet
esate waiets
5
Hiram Burbank, repairing roads,............
1
George B. Hardy, road in Hardy’s Corner,....
23
Thomas E. White, repair roads,.............
2
John H. Dodge, repair roads, his District,....
20

90
40
85

00
80
55

75
00

60

00
00
16
25

11

Jacob K. Clark, repair roads,.........eee08-

3 50

William Adams, repair roads,.,....0......-+Sullivan Flanders, repair roads,............-.

5 38
2 50

William Rogers, labor and material,..........
Rufus_.P: Copps, repair roads,.....6.siee
es.
Tsaac Rowell, snowing Rowell Bridge,........
Isaac Rowell, railing and rubble Paul’s Brook,..
John S. Straw, repair roads,.....
0... ewes ens
Jonathan Eastman, repair roads,...... Deiat i
Nathaniel C. Locke, repair: roads,...........
James M. Wright, repair roads,.............
Calvin Hawthorne, timber for railing,.........
Amos H. Davis, repair roads and railing,......
Isaac Story, for iron and brimstone for railing,..

6
12
5
16
38
8
3
8
2
19
14

25
56
00
83
05
00
04
56
33
25
13

Matthew H. Burbank, labor bridge near A. CurTHOMGW he Ee ei cio WAS ctardeh erbndae, | ANAGeops ®
Amos Currier, labor and. stock for bridge,.....

4 50
14 89

Daniel, Hoyt; repair: roads, 0. eeeee es

1 50

Albert Hardy, labor on railing,.......... ey

2 50

Francis H. Raymond, repair roads,..........

98

Ebenezer Morrill, repair cross road, so called, ..

6 00

Joseph Putney, repair roads,.....-.eceeeeees
Phinehas Clough, lumber for railing,..........
H. M. Fuller, spikes to repair Hill’s Bridge,
ES GOS aie
Aat oe sate aE ele Maa me ae 120

15
1 50
2 15

8
Paid P. B. Putney, for powder and fuse,..........
Wilham Perry, repair roads,.) ........ Laawet
John 8. Straw, building railing,.............
Benj. Loverin, repair roads, oo... 0.0002 2
Thos. J. Burbank, work on Amos Currier bridge
and railmg Pond Brook and Blackwater bridge,
Calvin Tyler, snowing and repair ‘T'yler’s bridge,
Jeremiah Abbott, repair roads,..........0005
John G. Brockway, plank and labor,..........
Horace Edmunds, repair roads,............++
Horace

Edmunds, smith work

for rags

¢ Sieatace seat

eee

TL
112
2 00
2 75

5 00
9 50
4 50
1165
4 50

and

TeisOUotcrs'uss
abate sais ore ae Nestates old RE ON ey 5:
Martin C. B. Dow, repair roads,.......,....Benj iiss, ONG, Epa TOADS, oes. se wc keke ares
M. ‘Tanney Clough, repair roads, es Riedel ahaa 's
S. C. Carter, rubble bridge on Ordway’s brook,.
E. J. Chase, lumber for railing Pond Brook,..
Isaac Story, for railing near Lower Village,....
Jones & Crowell, powder and fuse and nails,...
Kben H. Dustin, snowing Blackwater bridge and
lumbers sa vad

6

3
2
2
7
2
2
8
1

71
75
54
76.
00
80
20
45

aoe Spr

5 00

R. F. Morgan, for labor repair roads,........Tilton Symons, repair road to Bailey intervale,.

5 62
4 50

C. Dustin, labor Amos Currier’s, and Blackwater
bridges, and railing and setting guide posts,..

138 60

$326 02
Gully Hast of Hazen Kimball’s.
Paid for labor and material for repairs,.............$181 57
Discontinuance of Henniker Road.
Story, cash paid William H. Bartlett for

Paid Isaac
judgment against the Town,.....0........
Cyrus Dustin, cash paid Co. Commissioners,...
C. Dustin, cash paid witnesses before Com’rs,..
L. Straw use Meeting house,

$19
85
14
2

25
20
66
00

J. 8. Straw for board,....

22 62

I. Story, cash paid George, Foster & Sanborn,.
execution in favor of Fisher,

105 00
90 65

Fowler & Chandler,.......

54 00

$878 38

9
Miscellaneous.
Paid J. W. Dodge, cash paid printing reports,.,....
1 day with Auditors,..0.0....6..
cash paid Auditors,........ 4e8
cash paid ‘Treasurer,.........
Ii. Danforth expense settlement,.
1 day making report for press,.
1 day report to COneOrd, O29. yt.
1 day revise check list,........
Isaac Story, 1 day with Auditors,...........
14 day making report,.........
1 day revise check list,,.....;....
William Way, 1 day with Auditors,..........
R. F. Morgan, cash paid R. K, Ober damage,..

$28 00
1
2
1
8
L
1
1
1
1
1
1
,38

25
50
25
00
25
25
25
25
88
25
25
08

John F. dacs, nob ying Jurors, os.
4 <ates
recording births, deaths and mar-

d 00

Leh 2s EIT
POR ieRECA oR
recording births, deaths and marriages “for 1859-60, Sap eye
Oyrus Dustin, use horse, wagon, and expenses, ..
Daniel Flanders, care and repair of town house,.
Oyrus Dustin, cash paid C. G. McAlpine for expense of getting mast into the road,.........
©. Dustin, cash paid G. W. Marston, books fur-

2 00

nished indigent children, Dist.

No. 19,......

3 00
2 00
6 00

22 00
60

Isaac Story, cash paid C. 8. Lerned, storage of
TEES SOC MSE

cee SiR APE RRR A SSO SS

1 50

{isaac Story, cash paid insurance Farm buildings,
Timothy J W. Chase, labor, &c., repairing grave
WARDFON Gy 5.4)200 4,vwWiaiares enhtinile Wide mheed «ats
I. Merrill, error poll tax, over 70 years old,.
Calvin Tyler, repairinggrave yard fence,......
D. Hardy, dama ge to cows by Clough road,....
I. Story, interest Lerned Female Charity Fund,

6 26
00
1 68
94.
1 00
125 00 .

A.D. Howard, notifying 83 town officers,.....

10 00

G. F¥’. Dustin, notifying 14 town officers,.......

3 48

Knos Merrill, error poll tax, over 70,....-....

1 638

Wi. Butterfield, printing 600 bills cattle disease,
Elemar B. Dunbar, repairing grave yard fence, .
[. Story, cash paid John Fish and heirs of John
Trusell and tendered to Hazen Kimball for
land damage, and interest and service of Surveyor on road laid July, 1851, by Com.,....
Isaac Story, 18 guide boards and 2 posts,......

3 50
1 50

1 47
10 75

10
Paid Warren Clark, making return of school report,..

$3 00

Warren Clark, books indigent children, District
thCMA Bot
aR RR
Eh TECH)

1 25

Warren Clark, cash use of hall for Co. Com’r...
David Everett, error poll tax, over 70....... ca
R. F. Morgan, horse and wagon and expenses,..

1 50
1 68
1 00

¥’. P. Scott, repairing grave yard fence,.......
I. Story, use of hearse and carriage and expenses,

2 75
10 00
$219 35

Abatement

of Taxes.

Paid Ira A. Putney, abatement of taxes on his list for
THelvenr iLSOU Pincrenirid
so' 6socieoomint corkces oam

Ira A. Putney, abatement of taxes on his list for
DSB
ates OM dst fadestide oO atSRR, a
Tra A. Putney, abatement of taxes School District: No.4 Stored S60. nee OMe
eyabe
Geo. B. Hardy, abatement of taxes on his list for
LSS5 52. Liecerndate teste toteoekre we et a ik
Geo. B. Hardy, abatm’t of taxes his list for 1861,

$3 18

50 46
11 43
8 32
53 92

$127 31
Non-Resident Taz.
Paid: in laborsts

Vik

iaiace

utd cena tel keene

Town Officers.
Paid John F. Jones, services as Treasurer,........
John F. Jones, services as Town Clerk,.......
Teaac Story, pelectinan.:.:Gcaaies anateete iene somes
Cyrus. Dustin;; Selectman, . sii acd sieve os 0s tees
Richard F. Morgan, Selectman,.............
George. B..Hardy,/Collector. ys. oss
e00 000s

$18 74

$18 00
18 00
82 00

48 13
36 87
42 00

Warren Clark, 8. 8S. Committee,...... aaah

25 00

William A. Clough, S. 8. Committee, ........

29 50

George H. Marston, S. S. Committee,........

11 838

I. D. Merrill, Liquor Agent,,.....2....0..%

45 00

$356 33
Treasurer's Receipts.
By Treasurer’s Receipts, per cash paid, .........- $1868 31
State Tax.
Paid State Treasurer’s Warrant, ......2.0sc00+*+ $399 00

11
County

Tax.

Paid County Treasurer’s Warrant,...........000. $1105 50
ISAAC.

STORY,

Selectmen

CYRUS DUSTIN,
of
RICHARD F. MORGAN, ) Hopkinton.

Hopkinton, Feb. 28, 1862.

Lsaae Story, services as Selectinan :

1861.
March.

April.

May.

June.

~
July.

1 day at Concord and making return of poles,
aay: pauperis. citessee Wit Gretasnecgh
tee eee
1iday ‘inventory books: Meee
eee
1 day making appointments and_ settling
ivith -Obers asad. Ost
Pe SRI
hk
6 days taking invoice, .............028.
1 day copying highway districts’ division,..
3 days paupers, appointments and inventory,
3 days taxes and highhway surveyor’s war’ts,
2 days examining record, collector’s book
andsappointments see.
Poe.
1 day examining records for Eben Ordway’s
Settlements Mae LM
ON SE See e
1 day appointing collectors and obligations,
1 day Henniker road hearing,...........
4 day taxes school district No. 24,.......
1 day Concord consult counsel, Henniker
POG eo
a Oh ct lic eee Ait
6
2 days Henniker road hearing, ..........

2 days taxes school districts No. 17 and 2,.
+ day collector’s bonds and appointment,...
Recording inventory and taxes for 1861,...
2 days divide school money, orders and
BROCESs iui Les srk a perenne
ON Chal
1 day examining records and roads after
PRCRUISHOWEL, fos. vhs dy cls een we«
_ day: juryvmeamue VSS
hs. Dee.

August.

Sept.

1 day Concord for covering
MoraBape 6:deshak= ea eG MRRPP
4 day examining Pond Brook
bridges for PAUIN E,W cs

«

stone, Kimball
ION STC eae tg
& Blackwater
sus weap etek»

$1 25
25
25
25
boon

50
25
25
oeCO
fa
re
NO 25
63
1 75
2 50
2 50
62

5 50
2 50
1 25
638

/ 1 26
62

12
1 day David Reid from Henniker to Hopkinton for schooling and making record,.

October.

tyMauris, and OVGCTS,.-9:a's

1 day to hire money
TRO UG

oCs fefsx ae

whi away overcraa ys

and pay B. Loverin’s
pated a PM

akaics de cee

% day examining road west of P. W. Beck’s,
Nov.

1 day staking road from
HOWE eA

Dee.

Buswell School

as se haces ee

1 day making obligation and agreement to
SNOW ARTIC PERS). &..)95). dN whee ety eae
1% day soldier’s families and paupers,.. ..
1 day Baker & Walker and making obligaCLOUS SAHs Fae Ath:< 1's.00) c.<0ity sight allele Bere

1 day revise jury box, ab soldier’s families,
+ day jury meeting and furnishing soldier’s
Mitamillesy:

wassripeiecrss. sGilddee Galea s

Liday-parpen business judy. sisidlahe Sigmies 13 day pauper and settling bills, .........
ud Gay: récondupg staills jeclerktahe
Nauki soe Ga elaalie FS
z day Farm, county paupers and bills, ebsites
% day examining records, pauper, ........
1 day settling bill and pauper accounis,....
1% day pauper accounts and paupers,.....
1 day Canterbury pauper,./..-.......4.
1 day vouchers of pauper accounts,...
1 day Concord Court, pauper accounts,....
3 day with Selectmen, Agent Town Farm..
2 days Boscawen and Concord and examining

co=~
et
peek
Job

nd

Feb.

POGOTAS Hey wis’: s(Gein) Sree

ae See be

1 day court evidence for county pauper’s
ACEOUTIEG EH se vhs leSood tate 2°

pleaiete a dete SLE

+ day Contoocook, pauper affairs,......... |
1 day recording bills,AAs yt te Cyt
1 day Webster pauper and settling bills,..
1 day Concord to get money county pauper,
14 day warrants and checklists,... 0.0...
1 day settling bills and examining collector’s
DOOK5\i0;s,6s .eg aiuneecoken yea RL

ene

1 day at Farm appr ee property,.. ses.

LSOr
fk
fed
freed
eek
faeek

13
Cyyrus Dustin, services as Selectman:
March, 1861. 4 day making return of polls,......
1 day preparing inventory books and other
business, ¢ e234 SRI, Leer:
April. 6 days taking MLVENbONY 20%, See
:days regulating inventory, .........4..
day On pauper cases THs IEBeene BLE: S
4 ays making taxes, ... :SP dsb) TG eas
1 day filling out surv eyors’ warrants, ores.
1 day distributing surveyors’ warrants,...
1 day at Concord on Ordway pauper case,.
1 day appointing collector and other business,
i day on petition of A. Winship and others,
4 day making school house tax in Dist. No. 24,
1 day to Concord on H. new road business,
1 day to Henniker, H. new road business,..
% day settling with Liquor Agent, ........
2 days with County Commissioners on A.
‘Winship’s: petitions.
e) Reema,
1 day taking inventory and making tax in
Dist. Nowe UT pe

July.
October.

63

ORD.

}dayisettling’ bile ws ) AG a AO,
1 day to Concord to hire a derrick,.......
+ day at jury meeting,...... she
OPA MIE.

t day to Warner on pauper case,..... 6...
+ day to Henniker on D. Reid, petition,.
i day making orders and bills,v.

Nov.

$

0 .e.004.

+ day measuring road near P. W. Beck’s,.
1 day staking out road on A. Buswell’ 3 petition, . . 3LE

ey AR

SOM

TP

1 day for counsel, soldier ran on a stone near
Pie WOH Cele seh os)Oe
A PEARL,

1 day settling bills and at S. Baker’s on pauPOL CSC). ee eee ee ee er ee eee eee ees
+ day revising jury box..wed
Gis eeaee.
Jan., 1862. 1 day settling bills and jury Be rh ;
Feb. -4 day making county pauper bills,........
1 day settling bills and at pauper Farm,...
% day abating taxes on I. A. Putney’s list,
Dec.

ands setria sls; ici eae.
ee
1 day to Warner after pauper, settling bill,.
1 day making and posting up checklist,. .
1 day at pauper Farm appraising property,

$48 13

14
R. F. Morgan, services as Selectman :

1861.
March.
.

4 day making return of polls,............
1 day appointing 8. 8. Committee and at
Bb wits Warns visissete Wek a:¢jeeatiei ane e's sales

April.

May.
June.

July.
Sept.

54 days taking inventory,...............
1 day regulating inventory and jury meeting,
4 days reg’ng inventory, making taxes, &c.,
1 day copying taxes in tax collector’s book,
1 day making surveyors’ warrants, .......
1 day distributing surveyors’ warrants,....
1 day preparing for road hearing,........
1 day at road hearing with Road Commis’s,
1 day pauper case, town securities, and summoning witnesses to road hearing,......
2 days on road hearing, Henniker road,.. .
1 day making school house tax Dist. No. 2,
4 day dividing school money, ...........
1 day making school orders and jury meeting,

Feb.

25
boon

CD
EL
CO
be
feed
ped
fk
pot

qnone)

bet
HS
eet
jet

4. day ow road usiness, \s\s.4 0.0) Nha am emsees
4% day on petition of David Reid, ........

October. $ day warrant for town meeting, and makING WILGETSy. 's om Wwe Weikiey wien eaemiameee
4 day making examination of road from P.
W. Beck’s to Levi Stone’s,
and taking evidence on the same by complaint of Gould,
©
or Aallishoroughie aderaeiieiete Wit BagadG
Nov. 1 day to Buswell’s corner, stake out road,..
1 day to Concord to take counsel on road case,
Dec.
1 day revising jury box, pauper case and
soldier’s families, as by vote of town,....
Jah...

rar boon

¢.daygury meeting, . 27.04
byeben sy cae
1 day making pauper bills, Lerned legacy,.
1 day checklist, warrant, town meeting,...

pessh bo|te
fool,

15
AUDITORS’

REPORT.

The subscribers, who were chosen a committee to audit and
settle the Treasurer’s account, have attended to that service, and
he has exhibited the following accounts, which they have examined, to wit:
The Town of Hopkinton in account with
Joun F. Jones, Town Treasurer.
Ist. A taxaccount wherein they find the Treasurer

charged with taxes assessed for the year
1861, and committed to George B. Hardy,
Collector, to wit:
SLOW PAR Sis wie a he eNte Peg ac tiaeh $3.483 OL
School House Tax, Dist No. 24,..
45 28
66

rT;

66

66

66

66

UR:

2,. ;

26

17

156

69

————.

$3.711 15

Which is accounted for as follows:
Cash received oi Collector and car-

ried to cash account, ....... . $3.483
Cash received, school house tax,
DistrictiNo eA ese ok he
ews
45
Cash received of school house tax,
DEStPiChe NO. Pit aie tk ie tee
26
Cash received of school house tax,
Patriots
oy-2,scwk beats & tiidev ws LOG.

O01
28

17
69.

$3.711 15

2d.

An account of Literary Fund in which they
find him charged with securities on hand as
by settlement, Feb. 27, 1861,..$1.797 00
Cash in the Treasury as by settlement, Hobs 2TP 1861, vow best
83. 03
Cash received as interest on securities and carried to cash account,

106 72

————.

§1.986 75

Which is accounted for as follows:
Securities on hand, Feb. 26,1862, $1.668 00
Cash received as interest on securities and carried to cash account,
106 72
Cash collected as principal and carried to cash account,.........

200 00

Cash in the Treasury, ..........

12 03
$1.986 75

16
3d.

An account of the legacy bequeathed the town
of Hopkinton, by Dr. E. Lerned, deceased,
in which they find him charged with securities on hand, as by settlement of Feb. 27,
1861, amounting 'to.........
$366 00
Cash in the Treasury,Feb. 27,1861,

134 00

Cash received as interest on securities and carried to cash account,

16 20

$516 20

Which is accounted for as follows:

Securities on hand, Feb. 26, 1862,
GMOUNINOVUI eee
meee ens oe $495 00
Cash received as interest on securities and carried to cash account,
16 20
Cashin the Treasury, Feb. 26,1862,
5 00
Ath. An account of cash in which

they find said
Treasurer charged as follows :
Cash in the treasury as by settlement of Feb. 27, 1861,....... $ 826 85
Cash received of collector for 1861, 38.711 15
Cash received as interest on literary
fund securities and brought from
pecurity account, Anche
Sa eae

106 72

Cash collected as principal on literary fund and brought from hiterAry ACCOUND,. . Senate
eta ee

200 00

Cash received as interest on Lerned
legacy and brought from legacy
BCCOUNY. Ts se ake tee eee
Cash received of Selectmen for the

Liquor Agency,.

16 20

89" TY

Cash received of State, 84th idivis’

ion of literary fund interest, .
Cash received of Selectmen, money

170 10

hired? eee
IE Oe)
Cash received of Selectmen, Town
PT,
ete eats hig Mae Pees
Cash received of ictimen of former’ boards, 3... wise ace es
Cash romeivee of State Railroad
ta, ss ce ae ee

300 00
1 00
50

106 09

Cash received of Selectmen, money
hinedsis.

S44chaise
4 See ee

“200 00

$516 20

17
Cash received of Selectmen, county
DRUDOR a. 5)5.~ a0 ss beeen1a
Cash received of Selectmen, Agent
OW

PATI, «cits
wetee cue

Cash received of Selectmen, money
hiredy od
UCR lS GO
ae

$623 04
103 39

275 00

Which is accounted for as follows:
Paid sundry orders drawn on the
treasury, amounting to ....... $5.990 90
Cash in the treasury to balance,.. | 788 838

$6.729 23

—— $6.729 23

The committee certify that they have carefully examined the
foregoing accounts of the Treasurer of the town of Hopkinton,
and find them well vouched, correctly cast, and perfectly satis
factory.
PHINEHAS CLOUGH,
JACOB K. CLARK,
Audiizrs.
WILLIAM A. CLOUGH,

SELECTMENS’ REPORT OF THE PAUPER ‘@STABLISHMENT.
Property appraised on the Farm.
1 pair oxen, 120.; 7 cows, 130.; 3 young cattle, 74.00, $274 00:
14 sheep, 20.00; 2 shoats, 20.00; 131-2 tons F jnglish

hay, 162.00,

|

3 tons stock hay, 18.00; straw, 4.00; cow foddesr,1.50,
16 bush. corn, 16.00; 21-2 bush. buck wheat, 2.50;

barley, 50,

r

Ibs. beef, 22.50,

90 Ibs. fresh beef, 7.20;
lbs. ham,

460 Ibs. salt bork, 46.00; 300

61 Ibs. fresky pork, 4.88;

_

Pepper, 32; spice, 20; 6 lbs. s¢leratus, 42; ginger, 8,
2

93 10
27 83

15.73,

44 lbs. butter, 7.34; corn meal, 5 Q; flour, 1.50,

12 92
9 90
26 04
455

175

65 Ibs. lard, 9.10; 55 Ibs. tallow, €,.60; 7 lbs. sausage,

pe

23 50.

19 00

5 1-2 bush. white beans, 11.00; 1 do. colorey do. 1.50;
salt, 42,
18 bush. oats, 8.10; beets and carrots, 80; ¢ abbage, 1.00,
Butter salt, 37; 85 bush. potatoes, 25.5(); turnips, 17,
Apples, 1.75; unions, 50; cider, 1.50; vinegar, 80,

236 lbs. cheese, 23.60;

202 00:

1657

9 34

1 02

18
1 8-4 galls. molasses, 70; 14 Ibs. sugar, 1.26; 3 Ibs. tobacco, 50,
Green tea, 54; bl’k tea, 60; eggs, 14; 1 pr. shoes, 1.00,
1 gall. kerosene, 60; 4 bbls. soap, 14.00; thread and
buttons, 17,

10 yards cotton cloth, 1.40; 16 pair feeting, 7.26,
4 prs. mittens, 1.84; 4 Ibs yarn, 4.00; 93 1-2 Ibs. dry
apples, 9.35,
5 Ibs. cotton batting, 63; 6 1-2 lbs. sole leather, 1.63,
Calf leather,

$2 42
2 28
14 77

8 66

15 19
2 26
2 50
$767 85

Pauper

1861.

March1.

Establishment,

Dr.

‘To real estate,
hay, stock and provisions,
tools and furniture,
cash in Agent’s hands,
interest on real estate,
Agent’s compensation,

-

$2.200
816
240
dD
132
200

00
33
00
74
00
00

$3.644 07
Pauper

1862.

March 1.

Establishment,

Cr.

By real estate,

$2.200 00

hay, stock and provisions,
tools and furniture,
brick, lime, iron ware, and mason
labor,

767 85
265 00

cash paid Selectmen,

103 39

30 00

$3.566 24

Balance against the Establishment,
The following persons have been

$277 83

supported at the Farm the

past year:

Abel Kimball, aged
William Hutchins,
John Kendrick,
Wm. A. Perry,
Nathaniel Colby,
Charles Simmons,
Thomas

°83{
83|
67|
9}
54|
38;

Kelley,

Ann Javis, aged
Mary A. Javis,
Lydia Frasure,
Emma Burbank,
Rebecca Ordway,
Esther Heath,

37
13.
71
61
80
26
31

34]

Laura Perry,

William Chandler,

36;

Hannah M. Thurston,

53

John F. Sargent,
Patrick Gunning,

72|
%7|

Jemima Ober,
Hannah Stanley,

52
88

Mrs. Huse,

94|

Eliza Bisbee,

19

Mary Allen,

82

_

19
Twenty-three other persons have been assisted at the Farm
from one to twenty-eight days board. Two of this number had
$6.37 worth of clothing.

The expense of the following, paid by the County:
+Eben Ordway and wife. *Harriett Dimick.
+Betsey White.
yMary Eaton.
}+Mary H. Kimball.
fLaura Perry. +Patrick
Gunning.
{Mary Allen. +tHannah M. Thurston.
*fAbel Kimball. *};Rebecca Ordway. Ann Javis. Mary A. Javis. Thomas Kelley. Charles Simmons. John Kendrick. *Wm. Hutchins.
*Hannah Stanley.
*Dead,

tCounty Paupers by the law of last June.

Average at the Farm for the year, 16 1-2.
ISAAC STORY,
RICHARD F. MORGAN,
CYRUS DUSTIN,
YWopkinton, Feb. 28, 1862.

Selectmen
of
Hopkinton.

A

AGENT’S

REPORT.

The undersigned, Agent of the Pauper Farm, makes the following report for the year ending Feb. 25, 1862:
Provisions

Raised.

9 1-2 bush. peas; 26 tons English hay; 11 tons meadow hay;
6 tons straw and corn fodder; 19 1-2 bush. barley ; 7 bushels
buck wheat; 80 bush. oats; 116 bush. corn; 12 bush. beans;
200 bush. potatoes; 20 bush. turnips; 8 bush. carrots; 9 bush.
beets; 1 1-2 bush. onions; 3 bush. cucumbers ; 86 bush. apples;

5 bbls. cider;

2 loads pumpkins ; 400 lbs. squash;

cabbage; 424 lbs. cheese;
940 lbs. beef.

398 Ibs. butter;

112 heads

1488 lbs. pork;

Articles Bought.
235 lbs. tea, 16.53; 20 galls. molasses, 6.75,
$23 28
47 1-2 lbs. coffee, 8.77; 226 lbs. sugar, 19.81,
28 58
208 lbs. fish, 9.07; 17 1-2 bush. rye, 17.80,
26 37
crackers, 1.83; 5 lbs. sulphur, 55; 4 balls twine, 18,
2 56
17 bush. potatoes, 6.34; 2 1-2 lbs. ginger, 31; 4 lbs.
raisins, 99,
7 20
4 lbs. saltpetre, 69; 5 pigs, 8.50; 1 kit mackerel, 1.25,
10 44

3-4 yard gingham, 09; palmleaf, 28; Sam’! Johnson, 25,
3 scythes, 2.49; 1 snath, 87; 1 pair suspenders, 25,
3 rifles, 12; 2 whetstones, 20; 2 thin coats, 2.25,

|

62
3 61
257

20
2 sack coats, 6.00; 1 boy’s dew coat, 1.25; 1 1-2 lbs. pepper, 30,
$7 55
1-2 lbs. nutmegs, 46; 1 bag salt, 1.62 ; 1-2lb. c. pepper, 22, 2 30
1 iron pan, 33; 38 Ibs. tobacco, 5.68 ; 1 box of soap, 22,
8 bags butter salt, 1.90; 5 1-4 Ibs. soda, 31; 1-3 dozen
screws, 02,
3 files, 45; 3 padlocks, 32; 1 1+4 Ib. cloves, 28; 3 axes,
2.92,

bottle liniment, 25; 2 axe handles, 33; 1 dozen pipes, 08,
repair of boots, 2.74; 17 pairs shoes, 14.66; shears and
net; 67,
12 yards drilling, 1.92; 4 brooms, 99; 14 lbs. nails, 60,
oven mouth, 1.50; 2 thimbles, 55; 1-4 bush. hair, 06, ,
2 casks lime, 2.50; mortar, 20; 2000 brick, 12.00,
mason labor, 6.00 ; 58 1-2 yds. prints 6.98; 4 prs. boots,
9.25,
153 1-4 yds. sheeting, 15.56; overails, 62; oil cloth, 1.50,

6 23
2 23
3 97
66
18
3
2
14

07
51
11
70

22 23
17 68

21 Ibs. saleratus, 1.47; 2 3-4 Ib. snuff, 68; camphor, 08,

2 23

1
2
3
6

gall. linseed oil, 89; 38 3-4 galls. lamp oil, 3.75,
1-4 galls. kerosene oil, 1.80; 1 gall. alcohol, 1.00,
.
window curtins, 30; putty and glass, 40,
spoons, 386; crockery, 2.36; 2 galls. maple syrup, 1.37,

4 64
2 80
70
4 09

5 lb. 10 oz. cast steel soap, 93,
3 combs, 37; 2 pr. hose, 40; pasturing stock, 10.00,
churn, 5.00; 1 bottle India ink, 25; 1 wood saw, 67,
24 shoe lacings, 16; 1-2 Ib. cream tartar, 20; 362 Ibs.
shorts, 3.62,

7 77
10 77
5 92

3-4 bush. timothy seed, 3.00; 32 Ibs. clover™seed, 3.84;

398
labor, 54.50; 2 yards DeBage, 40; starch, 12,
55 02
) 1-4 oz. opium, 2.62; butchering, 2.25; sole leather,
2.81,
7 68
tanned calf skins, 1.60; cherry pectoral, 84,
2 44
bone meal, 22; 2 bonnets, 4.00; dinner pot, 1.50,
5 72
wadding, 03; 1 lamp, 50; 7 lbs. paint, 31,
84
japan, 19; needles, 12; threshing oats, 4.00,
4 31
12 yards DeLaine, 1.50; 1-4 gross matches, 14; 6 yards
Cambric, 52,
2 00

tacks, 10; mending tin ware, 50; 1 pulley, 08,
tubing, 1.43; 1 cow, 10.00; 3 bushels salt, 1.56,
lard pot, 30; resin, 24; 5 1-2 yds. grey pant cloth, 4.28,
1 vest, 2.00; 2 dozen buttons, 25; thread, 06,

68
12 99
4 82
2 31

14 38-4 yds. cotton flannel, 2.01; 24 1-4 lbs. stove pipe, 2.48, 4 44
cassia, 32; 1-2 lb. spice, 18; pins, 14,
64
non-resident tax, 6.86 ; tin ware, 1.81 ; plow point, 50,
917
30 yds. ticking, 4.21; 231-2 bush. corn, 20.10; 1 tub, 15, 24 46

spool thread, 55; 2 cakes soap, 16; 2 shawls, 3.12,
4 bags, 50; 1 harrow, 9.00; 1 arch kettle, 3.50,
3 1-2 yds. tweed, 88; rope, 50; clothes line, 84,

3 83
13 00
2.22

21
’
1 manure fork, 1.62; 22 lbs. rice, 1.50; spelling book, 16, $3 28
porcelain kettle, 1.25; blacksmith’s bill, 8.99,
10 24
bill of beef, 28.77; 1 plow, 9.00,
37 77
9 bbls. flour, 67.25 ; paper and ink, 20,
67 45
1 pail, 25; 2 hats, 1.25; 8 balls wicking, 48,
198
_ 3 rennets, 75; carding wool, 5.70,
6 45
_1 snuff box, 13; 3 pr. mittens, 1.34; 16 pr. feetings, 5.79, 7 26
8 yards wool plaid, 1.28; 8 yards flannel, 2.64,
3.92
411
2 shirts, 2.00; 2 caps, 25; 3 pair overalls, 1.86,
5 87
making dress and clothing, 4.87; 2 pr. drawers, 1.00,
5 00
3 pr. shirts, 4.00; 1 burial shirt, 1.00,

$559 43
Articles

Sold.

Cash on hand March 1,

Cash left by A. Rollins,
31 Ibs. butter, 5.58 ; 3 pelts, 1.80,
1 calf, 4.50; old iron, 2.59,

8 pair socks, 3.00; 19 dozen eggs, 2.66,"
62 1-2 lbs. cheese, 6.87; 7 lbs. candles, 1.00,
poultry, 7.00; rolls, 2.81; 4 barrels cider, 14.00,
1 bushel barley, 1.00; 1 pig, 8.00; 1 sheep, 4.00,
4 1-4 lb. yarn, 4.17; 1 cow,. 25.00,

145 lbs. hide, 7.64; 25 galls. milk, 3.00,
1 ton hay, 12,00; labor, 6.82,
Meadow grass, 5.00; use of cider mill, 1.06,
Sole leather,
Support of county paupers, for the year 1861,

$55 74
412
7 38
7 09
5 66
7 87
23 81
13 00
29.17
10 64
18 82
6 06
75
472 71

Expenditures,

$662: 82
559 43

Receipts exceed the expenditures,

$103 39

Average number of paupers for the year, 16.
Ps

EBEN

FELLOWS,

Hopkinton, Feb. 25, 1862.

Agent on Town Farm.

SUPERINTENDING

SCHOOL

COMMITTER’S REPORT.

To the town of Hopkinton the following Report of the condition

of its common schools is respectfully submitted :

That our schools are gradually improving, under the many
healthful influences brought to bear upon them, it would be but
fair to suppose; but that their improvement is anywhere near as
rapid as it is possible for it to be, we will not contend. Good influences have, of course, a salutary effect upon schools ; yet they
are often more than counteracted by bad influences of equal
weight. Let all the good be retained and augmented, while all
the bad are thrown away.
In our reports of individual schools, we would not wish to be
understood as telling the whole truth in all instances, for—it must
be confessed—we have a decided leaning to the doctrine of the:
old saying, that ‘the truth is not always to be spoken,” and in
many cases where the whole truth would be taken unkindly, we
have

preferred

to remain

silent.

When

a teacher

of ordinary

capacity has been laboring to the best of his ability and met with
tolerable success, we deem it much more prudent to.commend him
for doing tolerably well, than to find fault with him for not doing
more.
The first important point to be attained in the management of
any school is ‘‘ the enforcement of the laws” necessary for the institution and preservation of good order. By ‘ good order” we
do not mean merely a strictness in discipline that requires profound
silence at all times, but a general understanding between teacher
and scholars, which should always exist, that the objects for which
schools are conducted can best be attained by mutual céoperation,
and the regularity with which the various exercises are performed.
Teachers fail oftener in securing good order than in any other particular ; in fact, it is seldom that a school fails to be prosperous
where good order isj maintained.
Teachers should never feel satisfied with their acquirements.
Familiarity with the mere contents of the text-books generally
used

does not fit one

to become a successful teacher;

besides a

knowledge of human nature, sufficient to enable him to gain the
good will of scholars and be successful in school government, he
may in addition, also profitably use knowledge gained in the higher branches of study. Though text-books serve well as a basis,
yet general information from the teacher is what the scholar needs
most. Scholars may pore over their text-books diligently, yet
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without explanation by the teacher respecting the practical application of their contents, it will be to a great extent, time and labor
thrown away. Hence, teachers should use their utmost endeavors
to keep their minds well stored with general information and practical ideas, and constantly be imparting these to the scholars.
Small scholars cannot be too carefully trained, yet it is too often
the case that advanced scholars claim too much of the teacher’s
time to the detriment of smaller ones, who have at least, equal
claims upon his attention.
In accordance with our best judgment, we recommended an exchange of all the Arithmetics formerly used in our schools for
Greenleaf’s Series, and we are happy to state that our recommendations have generally been cheerfully complied with, although
the exchange in some schools is not yet fully completed. We feel
confident that the change will be found conducive to the best interests of our schools.

DISTRICT NO. 1. (“Old Village.”)
Summer

Term.

Brett P. Tyrer, Teacher.

This is one of the

largest schools in town, and probably one of the most difficult, as
regards quietness and its management generally. The scholars
are mostly small and of that age when, if ever, distaste for study

will show itself and habits of carelessness are likely to be formed.
Miss Tyler is an experienced teacher ; she seemed faithful in the
discharge of her duties, and under her charge the school made
good progress. Daily exercise in vocal music added to the interest of the school.
Winter Term.
Witi14smM H. Eaton, Teacher.
The remarks
respecting the character of the Summer school are equally applicable to the Winter school, nearly all who attended the latter haying also attended the former. Mr. Katon is an excellent, scholar,
and possesses the faculty of successfully imparting his knowledge
to others. If some scholars did not improve rapidly it may be
well for them to consider whether it be not mostly their own fault.
At our last visit the general appearance of the school was good,
and indicated that much pains had been taken by the teacher to
make the term profitable to the scholars.
DISTRICT

Summer Term.

NO. 2.

Sara A.

(Emerson District.”)

JOHNSON, Teacher.

Order, which is

Heaven’s first law, was the law of this school. Whispering was
abolished, and a perfect system of discipline was observable in all
the minute details of the school. All the classes gave evidence of
a remarkably thorough course of instruction. Reading received
the attention it deserves and vocal music was not neglected. The
teacher disregarded the directions of the Committee in not requiring all her scholars to exchange arithmetics.
Winter Term. Grorcr W. Pierce, Teacher. Mr. Pierce has
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taught for several successive years, and often in this school. During the past term he has sustained his former reputation as a good
and faithful teacher. He was mild, but decided in the government
of his school, and in this respect was highly successful. The
scholars seemed imbued with the right spirit and consequently satisfactory progress was made.
DISTRICT

NO. 3.

(“ Hatfield.”)

Summer Term. M. Marta Botres, Teacher. At the first
visit of the Committee the school appeared well. Scholars were
diligent and both teacher and scholars appeared to be interested
and doing well. As the final visit was made by another member
of the committee, it would of course be impossible to state definitely the progress made.
Several scholars were absent during
the latter part of the term, but judging from those present, it was
the opinion of the Committee that respectable improvement had
been made.
Winter Term.
CHARLES N. Parcs, Teacher.
It is needless to
speak of the character of this school for a high standard of scholarship. Though this was Mr. Paige’s first attempt, he succeeded
quiet well as a teacher; the instruction given was of the right
kind and the scholars generally seemed to appreciate it. During
the term some slight troubles arose concerning ‘‘ national affairs ”
which probably somewhat detracted from the progress of the
school. An interesting exhibition was given at the close of the
term.

.

DISTRICT NO 4. (“Sugar Hill.”)

Summer Term.
Kate L. Carr, Teacher.
Miss Carr met
with very good success as a teacher, yet more sternness in the
government of her school would probably have been rewarded with
increased interest and improvement on the part of the scholars.
She was easy and quiet, showed a good degree of interest, and in
teaching performed her duties satisfactorily.

Winter Term. Neue 8. Frencu, Teacher. It is enough to
mention the established good reputation of Miss French as a teacher, and the orderly studious habits of the scholars, to make it
known that this was an excellent school in all respects. The
scholars were nearly all deeply interested in their studies, and
aided by the kind efforts of the teacher made rapid improvement.
Writing was well attended to and the teacher exhibited the best
lot of books we have had the pleasure of examining. It is seldom
that parents take so much-pains to secure the punctual attendance
of their children.

DISTRICT NO.5. (‘Spofford District.”)
Summer and Winter Terms. Cuara C. Story, Teacher. The
Summer school was visited but once; at that visit it appeared

well.

‘The employment of Miss Story to teach the Winter school »
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is good evidence of her previous success.
The Winter school was
larger than in former years and consequently more interesting.
Scholars were quiet and attentive to their studies and the rules of
school. The teacher performed her duties faithfully and taught
the smaller scholars especially, more than is found in the textbooks merely.
DISTRICT

Summer Term.

NO. 6.

(‘‘ Jewett Road.”)

Frances M. Hoox, Teacher.

This was Miss

Hook’s first school, but older and more experienced teachers might
well be proud of such success’as attended her first attempt. When
we visited the school at its commencement we found it very backward, with but few scholars that could read fluently ; but at the
close of the term it could furnish as many good readers in proportion to the age and number of its scholars as any school with
which we are acquainted.
Other studies received their share of
attention, and the progress made in Arithmetic and Geography
was very apparent.
Good order was maintained by keeping the
scholars interested in their studies.
Winter Term.
Moses W. Kimparyi, Teacher.
Mr. Kimball
is an experienced teacher, but has not taught previous to this winter for ten years, and we were fearful at the commencement of the
term that he was a little ‘‘ behind the times.” At the close of the
term we were highly gratified to find that our fears were entirely
groundless. Mr. Kimball proved himself to be an efficient disciplinarian and thorough instructor, and that ten years of rest had
not in the least impaired his usefulness as a teacher. Writing, so
much neglected in district schools, was well attended to, and in all
the writing books we could not find a single blot.
DISTRICT

NO. 7.

(‘ Main Road.”)

Summer Term.
Tuerresa F. Kimpartt, Teacher.
As in some
other cases, the two visits to this school were made by different
members of the committee, so that it would be ditficult to report
with much exactness the progress made. Appearances indicated
that it was a quiet, orderly school, and that fair progress was made.
Winter Term. SterHen F. Smart, Teacher. This is a good
school both as regards scholarship and general appearance, yet it
would be useless to deny that troubles occasionally arise to disturb
the usual tranquility. Mr. Smart entered the school without pre
vious experience as ateacher ; he applied himself to his task with
energy and decision, and used his best efforts to make the term
pleasant and profitable to all concerned.
The good order and
promptness of the scholars at our final visit indicated a good degree
of success.
DISTRICT

NO. 8

( Beech Hill.”)

Summer Term. Ciara A. Dusrry, Teacher.
Miss Dustin
maintains good order in school by commanding the respect of her
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pupils. The instruction was thorough and good improvement was
made.
A paper prepared by the scholars and read at the closing
examination was very creditable to the school. The teacher re' marks in her Register that the parents take great interest in the
school, contributing the fuel and board to prolong the term.
Winter Term.
Apert B. Purney, Teacher.
This continues
to be one of the most advanced schools in town.
We have seldom
met in any district school a class of so thorough masters of mathematical reasoning as the first class in Arithmetic.
Many of the
parents were present at the examination and manifested much
pleasure at the prosperous condition of the school.
Mr. Putney
knows the duties of a teacher and discharges them faithfully, in
such a manner as to win the love and esteem of\his pupils. He
will accomplish more in his quiet manner in one day than others,
with much noise, will accomplish in a week. The Prudential
Committee, Mr. Harrington, deserves much credit for his efforts
in behalf of the school.
DISTRICT

NO. 9.

(“ Dow District,”)

Summer Term.
AtmirA Eastman, Teacher.
This school was
under good discipline. A remarkable degree of interest was manfested on the part of teacher and scholars.
At the examination
every scholar recited perfectly all the rules and definitions laid
down in their reading books. The class in the Second Reader
were able to recite from memory every piece of poetry in the reading book. The other classes all made great proficiency. The
formal and monotonous routine so often seen in school was not
here to be found.
Winter Term. Atpert A. Baker, Teacher.+s Mr. Baker succeeded well in this first attempt of his in teaching. This school is
one of the easiest to govern in town, the scholars all being well
governed at home unless appearances greatly deceive. Teacher,
scholars and parents all manifested a good degree of interest in
the school; consequently we found at the close that the term had
been both pleasant and profitable.
DISTRICT

NO. 10.

(‘ Contoocook, South Side.”)

Summer Term.
Manata F. Rann, Teacher.
Miss Rand
found this school in great disorder; a change, however, was at
once manifest.
In a few weeks this school became a school in

reality. Order was enforced, and thus time and inclination were
secured to the scholars for pursuing their studies profitably. A
long and pleasant term was closed by an examination which gave
evidence of faithful labor on the part of the teacher, and much in-

terest on the part of the scholars. The only deficiency seemed to
be in the reading classes, which were not so well versed in the
rules and definitions as was desirable.
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Winter Term. Frank A. Gorpon, Teacher.
The Winter
school in this district is very large and requires very strict discipline. We think that a little better order would have been conducive to the best interests of all concerned.
The final examination gave evidence that the teacher gave his best efforts for the
benefit of his scholars, and that those who heeded his instructions
made good improvement.
Fifty visits were made to the school by
‘* citizens and others,” but not one by the parents, showing a great
lack of interest on the part of the parents in the education of their
children. No remarks by the teacher in the Register.
DISTRICT

NO. 11.

(“ Clement’s Hill.”)

Summer Term.
OttvE A. ALLEN, Teacher.
The order was
decidedly good, but there seemed to be a want of interest in the
school on the part of the teacher. There was too much cold formality and too little oral instruction.
‘The reading classes were
deficient in the rules and definitions, also in punctuation. The
Geography classes and a class in Algebra made commendable progress. The teacher did not enforce the directions of the committee
in exchanging Arithmetics ; the result was, the school was distracted by a multiplicity of classes, and no decided progress was

made in that branch of study.
Winter Term.

CHartes

Purnam, Teacher.

There was not a

full school at either of our visits. New books have been but partially introduced, and classes are twice as numerous as they need
be. Judging from the scholars present, and taking into consideration the disadvantages arising from imperfect classification, we are
of the opinion that the progress made was as good as could reasonably be expected.

“DISTRICT NO. 12. (‘ Stumpfield.”)
No Summer Term.
Winter Term.
RetyrE M. Coucu, Teacher.
<A school of half
a dozen scholars is by no means a favorable place for the exhibition of a teacher’s

skill, unless, indeed, he would be considered

skillful who could make so small a school both interesting and profitable, as was this. The district was favored with but a single
term during the year, but was fortunate in having that term a
prosperous one.

.

DISTRICT NO. 13. (“Putney’s Hill.”)
Summer Term. Emma C. Sarcrent, Teacher. Miss Sargent
gained the affections of her pupils in a marked degree. A more
strict course of discipline would have inereased the interest of the
scholars in their studies and ensured a greater progress. At the
examination the reading classes were deficient in the rules and definitions ; the other classes gave evidence of proper instruction.
Declamations and Compositions were required of the scholars
once a week.

2
Winter Term. Crarites Govurp, Teacher.
Punctually appears to be a characteristic of this school, for in a term of thirteen
weeks, with thirty different scholars, there were but sixteen instances of tardiness. Two thirds of the scholars were not tardy
once during theterm.
The teacher was zealous and energetic and
the scholars ambitious ;consequently much was accomplished. If
there was any fault in this school it was in attempting to do too
much to have everything done thoroughly.
DISTRICT

NO.

14.

(‘ Gage’s Hill.”)

No Summer Term.

Winter Term.
L. ANNA Dover, Teacher.
This school was
not visited at its close by the same member of the: committee that
visited it the first time ; consequently the progress made cannot be
accurately reported. The appearance of the school at the examination gave evidence of faithful labor by the teacher, and good attention by the scholars. This school is too small for that degree
of emulation necessary to rapid advancement.
DISTRICT

NO, 16.

(‘ Rowell’s Bridge ”)

Summer Term.
Fxuiza J. Croueu, Teacher.
The school was
in the highest degree successful. Miss Clough possesses unusual
qualifications for teaching.

She governs

well and teaches

well,

and in this schoo! sustained her previous reputation as a first rate
teacher.
Winter Term. Jutta M. Jounson, Teacher. Our second visit
to this school was made about a fortnight before the close of the
term.

At that time the scholars were all present ; their conduct,

as usual, was highly praiseworthy and they seemed to have enjoyed a profitable term of school. There were no remarks in the
teacher’s Register, but from the record it appeared that several
scholars

left the school before the close of the

term;

for what

cause we are unable to say, but presume there was some dissatisfaction from the fact that (as we are informed,) acts of vandalism
were perpetrated in the school house out of school hours, of which
high minded and well satisfied people would hardly be guilty.
DISTRICT

NO. 17.

(North of the “ Old Village.”)

Summer Term.
Louisa J. Runnets, Teacher.
The teacher
in her remarks regrets ‘‘ the shortness of the term, the irregularity
of attendance, the inconvenience of the school room and the smallness of the classes, as so many hindrances to good improvement.”
Notwithstanding these difficulties, some classes appeared well at
the examination, especially in reading, while others did not show
such thorough training as was desirable.
:
Winter Term. L. Anna Dover, Teacher.
Miss Dodge very
wisely allowed her pupils to advance no faster in their text-books
than they thoroughly understood the principles, consequently little
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was passed over but much learned.
Compositions, declamations
and singing enlivened the exercises at the examination.
DISTRICT

NO. 18.

(“ Buswell’s Corner.”)

Summer Term.
Mrs. Aucusta G. Case, Teacher.
This
school commenced without advice from, or consultation with, the

S. S. Committee.
On being notified of its commencement, we
visited it, and found a small school of small scholars, requiring a
large share of patience in a teacher. Mrs. Chase ajfpeared to win
the love of her pupils to a remarkable degree, and was able to do
them much good in this short term of school.
Winter Term. Mary 8. Dimonp, Teacher.
At the close of
this school the large scholars were all absent ; therefore we cannot report the progress made by any except nine small scholars.
They appeared to haye done quite well in reading and spelling,
but a small class in Geography was remarkable for nothing but
dullness. Not one of the parents visited the school during the
term.
DISTRICT

NO. 19.

(‘ Blackwater.”)

Summer Term.
Mertinpa B. Cuasr, Teacher.
Miss Chase
soo brought the school under good discipline and a decided improvement was made in this respect throughout the term. The
habit of whispering was fully broken up. Every rule had a penalty and the penalty was found to be the real strength of the rule.
It is to be regretted that so many teachers more experienced than
Miss Chase have never discovered this fact. A very good feature
was the ‘‘ general exercises” of the school.
Winter Term.
Danteu G. Hotmes, Teacher.
Mr. Holmes
taught this winter for the first time. He is very zealous and exerts himself to the utmost of his ability for the good of his school.
His scholars made fair improvement, considering that so many of
them have but one talent, especially in Arithmetic.
Better order
would have been advantageous.
DISTRICT

NO. 20.

(‘* Contoocook, North Side.”)

Summer Term. Neti S. Frencu, Teacher.
Soon after the
commencement of the term, bad conduct on the part of one of the
scholars, threatened to destroy the usefulness of the school; but
by expelling the offending scholar good order was restored and a
profitable term of school realized. Miss French is one of our best
teachers, and deserves much praise for conducting skilfully a difficult school.
Winter Term. Darwin C. BLancuarp, Teacher.
Mr. Blanchard is too well known as a teacher to need any encomiums of
ours. Suffice it then to say, that he worked with his usual energy, meeting his Arithmetic classes evenings, and devoting his
whole time to the advancement of his school. The teacher in-
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- forms us that, in point of order, he found it impossible to bring
this school up to his former standard.
DISTRICT

NO. 21.

(“ Davisville Road.”)

Summer and Winter Terms. ANNETTE N. Patterson, Teacher. Miss Patterson performed her duties faithfully ; but faithful
labor on the part of a teacher avails but little when neither parents
nor children

take any interest in the school.

None but the Com-

mittee visited the school during the Winter term.
should be united with District No. 20.
DISTRICT

This District
cord.
Summer and
Miss Greene has
successive terms,
her services are

NO. 24.

(‘This District

(‘ Farrington’s Corner.”)

forms a part of Union District No. 24, in Con|

Winter Terms.
MeEtinpa E. Greene, Teacher.
taught this school with marked success for several
and the fact that she is still employed shows that
appreciated by the District.
Quietness and attention to study are characteristics of this school, and with a teacher so well adapted to its wants it can hardly fail to be successful.

WARREN
WM.

CLARK,

Supt. School

A. CLOUGH, § Committee.

| Hopkinton, N. H., Feb. 25, 1862.
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